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Kapamilya, Kiong Hee Huat Tsai
and Happy Valentine’s Day!
Know your love fortune in 2012 on page 9. Perfect gifts for your loved ones on page 12.
http://www.facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

www.twitter.com/lopezlinkph

More fun to Choose

Philippines
JUST how fun is it in the Philippines? Veteran broadcast journalist Charie Villa, who is now with Regional Network Group (RNG) of ABS-CBN, says that “it counts 7,107 reasons
why.”
Turn to page 6
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EDC’s Leyte project, power
subsidiary get DENR seal of approval
THE Leyte project site and
the power subsidiary of Energy Development Corporation
(EDC) were each given the
Philippine Environment Partnership Program (PEPP) seal
of approval by the Department
of Environment and Natural
Resources (DENR).
The Leyte Geothermal
Production Field (LGPF) and
Green Core Geothermal Inc.
(GCGI) were recognized for the
implementation of various programs on pollution prevention
and control, and environmental
protection and management.
The DENR recognized the
following green initiatives of
LGPF and GCGI: toxicity reduction of cooling tower sludge,
use of vertical discharge diffusers, the BINHI reforestation
program, and enhancement of
monitoring and environmental
management systems.
EDC improved the sludge
recovery procedures of the
Unified Leyte power plants
and reduced the concentration
of impurities in the sludge so

that the facility now
meets or falls below
the limits set by the
DENR.
The vertical discharge diffuser is
a pollution control
equipment designed in
LGPF that traps the
steam released from
geothermal wells for
condensation and reinjection.
BINHI, the enhanced reforestation
program started by
EDC chairman emeritus Oscar
M. Lopez in 2008 as a commitment to the Clinton Global
Initiative, calls for the reforestation of 10,000 hectares of land
in 10 years.
EDC and GCGI were
awarded under the Track 1
category for proven or demonstrated superior environmental
performance which requires
sustained implementation of
environmental management systems for at least three years. The
award entitles EDC and GCGI

Gina Pascual (center), Environmental Management Department
head, receives EDC’s Seal of Approval from DENR Sec. Ramon
JP Paje (right) and Environmental Management Bureau director
Atty. Juan Miguel Cuna (left)

to regulatory assistance, and
financial and fiscal incentives.
The PEPP is the joint effort of government, industry
and civil society to promote
improved environmental management and performance of
businesses. (Meianne Tejada)

ANC’s ‘Chief Justice on Trial’ trends on Twitter More Filipinos tuned in to “Chief
Justice on Trial,” ANC’s live coverage of Chief Justice Renato Corona’s impeachment trial, as it trended on
Twitter Philippines on the first day of the proceedings on January 16. Using #CJonTrial, ANC’s hashtag for
tweets regarding the coverage, netizens expressed their thoughts and views relating to the trial. Karen Davila
and Tony Velasquez deliver updates from the ANCstudio as well as hold discussions with legal experts. Lynda
Jumilla and impeachment expert Atty. Adel Tamano, meanwhile, anchor live from the Senate. Watch crucial
developments unfold live on “Chief Justice on Trial, the ANC Coverage” on ANC (SkyCable Channel 27).
In addition to
a simulcast on
Studio 23 and
TFC and a live
streaming on abscbnNEWS.com,
ANC also delivers
up-to-date
news on Twitter
via @ancalerts
(#CJonTrial) and
ANC 24/7 on
Facebook. (Kane
Choa)

PROMOS & OFFERS

Sit back with SkyCable Platinum’s HBO Pak
SkyCable Platinum’s HBO
Pak, which features HBO
Signature, HBO Hits and
HBO Family, offers nonstop
entertainment for the whole

family. HBO Signature has
only the best HBO originalproduction films and shows for
your entertainment pleasure,
while HBO Hits gives you the

chance to catch the past year’s
blockbuster movies. On HBO
Family, catch the latest wholesome movies that your whole
family can enjoy. (Susan Ortiz)

Nonstop action, suspense on SkyCable Select
SkyCable Select brings KIX
and Thrill, action-packed
channels that’ll surely knock
anyone’s socks off! Thrill is the
number one stop for thriller
and suspense, and KIX delivers 24/7 adrenaline-charged
excitement. Add these channels to your lineup through

SkyCable Select by calling
the SkyCable customer service
hotline or loading up at your
nearest loading station!
For more info about SkyCable Platinum’s HBO Pak
and SkyCable Select, log on
to www.mysky.com.ph or
call SkyCable’s 24-hour cus-

tomer service hotlines at (02)
381-0000 for Metro Manila,
CAMANAVA and Rizal;
(046) 484-4701 for Cavite;
(02) 520-8560 for San Pedro,
Laguna; (044) 693-5877 for
Bulacan; (032) 345-2278 for
Cebu; and (082) 305-5456
for Davao. (S. Ortiz)

SENDONG UPDATE

Lopez Group comes to
Sendong victims’ aid

SEVERE tropical storm
Sendong (international name:
Washi) hit Mindanao and
parts of the Visayas in December. Mindanao, particularly
the cities of Cagayan de Oro
and Iligan, were the hardest
hit, receiving 10 hours of rains
that resulted in flash floods.
Various Lopez Group
companies temporarily set
aside their preparations for
Christmas in order to come to
the aid of the victims.
First Philippine Holdings
Corporation (FPH) and its
subsidiary companies and employees donated P1,250,451.25
in cash, in addition to goods
worth P50,000.
From December 21-23,
2011, Lopez Group Foundation Inc. received P800,000
in cash donations for Sendong victims. The amount
includes contributions from
FPH, FGP Corp., Asian Eye
Institute and First Philippine
Realty Corp. (FPRC) which
gave P100,000 each, and First
Gas Power and First Philec
Electricals Group which gave
P200,000 each. These were
turned over to Sagip Kapamilya by Lorenne Alejandrino
and Suzanne Davies of FPH
Corporate Communications
and HR Group, respectively.
FPH also raised P155,000
in cash donations from its
employees. The amount was
channeled through Sagip
Kapamilya on December 22
along with additional donations from FPRC amounting
to P16,196.25 and donations
of tissue rolls, instant
noodles,
assorted
footwear, bed linen,
canned goods, rice,
toiletries and pails.
Another
FPH
subsidiary,
First
Philippine Industrial
Park (FPIP), donated
P253,000 and 33
boxes of clothes, seven sacks of rice and
11 boxes of food items
coursed through the
Association of FPIP
Locators Inc.
On January 30,
2012, First Philec
Solar Corporation is
set to donate P26,255
in cash, two sacks of rice and
five boxes of clothes to Sagip
Kapamilya.

Residents avail of the free potable water provided by Adtel in Cagayan
de Oro

Energy Development Corporation (EDC) mobilized
assistance to Valencia, Negros
Oriental in the form of emergency response teams and relief goods; displaced residents
were also offered temporary
shelter at the Southern Negros Geothermal Production
Field.
From the P2-million pledge
of donation it made to the local government of Valencia,
EDC has given goods worth
P1.45M; these consisted of
rice, noodles, canned goods,
clothes, drinking water, coffee, sugar and blankets. The
company also donated goods
worth P 1.46M to 4,637 families from 10 affected partnerbarangays. A total of 145
employees from EDC-Green
Core Geothermal Inc. and 26
barangay emergency response
team members took part in
the relief operations.

Adtel Inc., in cooperation
with the Department of Interior and Local Government,
the Bureau of Fire Protection,
and its local partner Sethmed
Marketing, provided free potable water to Sendong victims
in Cagayan de Oro City from
December 20-24, 2011. Using
the Aquasol water filtration
system, Adtel supplied about
37,000 liters of potable water to
1,850 families in 11 barangays
and one evacuation center.
For the whole month of
January, the main office of
Sagip Kapamilya had focused
on the repacking and shipment
of goods, while volunteers assisted in repacking and shipment through air, sea and land
transport to the affected areas.
In addition, as of January
5, 2012, Sagip Kapamilya had
gathered
P122,538,169.05
in direct bank deposits, P15,
310,106.45 in in-kind donations and pledges amounting
to P691,100.
Together with the ABSCBN Regional Network
Group (RNG), Sagip Kapamilya also continuously provides
relief to affected communities
as needed. The team led by
Tina Monzon Palma, with
DZMM’s Ted Failon and
RNG-CDO’s Mylene Sison,
brought Kapamilya, Shower
Na! to 480 CDO families on
January 21, 2012.
Cash and check donations are still accepted daily
at the ABS-CBN Foundation
Inc.-Sagip Kapamilya headquarters on Mother Ignacia
A senior citizen is all smiles as she St. cor. E. Lopez Drive. (Ross
receives a Noche Buena package Hamo-FPH; Toni Nievafrom EDC VP Dwight Maxino EDC; Gladys Fresnoza-Adtel;
(back to camera) Dea Florentino-AFI)
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EDC LatAm expansion FPH Group signs
picks up steam
agreement to sell
more Meralco shares
ENERGY Development Corporation (EDC) took a big
step in its global expansion in
late January, bagging a contract
to develop geothermal fields in
Chile.
In an interview after the
special stockholders’ meeting,
president and COO Richard
Tantoco said EDC was awarded
a geothermal contract located
near the Chilean capital of Santiago.
“We were finally awarded a
service contract in Chile called
Newen which we applied for in
2009,” Tantoco said. He noted
that EDC will develop Newen’s

steam field potential and will
eventually build a power plant.
EDC had set up a subsidiary,
EDC Chile Limitada, to bid for
geothermal concessions in the
country. The company is currently undertaking geological
surveys in the area.
According to Tantoco, it will
take at least a year to develop
the field because drilling a well
takes 70 to 80 days.
“This will be followed by
the testing of wells for about
90 days. The drillings and tests
could take a year, maybe a little
more, depending on rig availability within Latin America.

It is only after that can you set
up the power plant. Our general
rule of thumb is from the time
we get the concession contract
to the time we generate the actual kilowatt-hours, it could take
as long as six to seven years,” he
said.
The EDC president also said
the company is finalizing its
partnership with Hot Rock Ltd.
(HRL) to bid for more geothermal concession areas in Chile
and Peru. HRL, an Australiabased international renewable
energy company, holds one of
the largest geothermal acreage
in Australia.

FIRST Philippine Holdings
Corporation’s (FPH’s) whollyowned subsidiary, First Philippine Utilities Corporation,
entered into a share purchase
agreement with Beacon Electric Asset Holdings for the
sale of FPH’s 2.66% stake in
Meralco.
The sale covers 30 million
common shares of Meralco at
a price of P295 per share or
a total of P8.85 billion. After
completion of the transaction,
FPH will continue to own approximately 3.9% of Meralco.
Prior to this, the Lopez
Group executed an amendment to the revised and restated cooperation agreement
with Metro Pacific Group
comprised of Beacon, Metro
Pacific Investments Corporation (MPIC), and PLDT

Communications and Energy
Ventures Inc. on March 30,
2010. The amendment allows
the Lopez Group to retain a
board seat in Meralco after
consummation of the sale.

What went before

On March 13, 2009, FPH
approved an investment and
cooperation agreement with
PLDT in managing Meralco.
Under the agreement, PLDT
or its assignee will purchase
FPH’s 223 million shares in
Meralco representing approximately 20% of the total issued
and outstanding common
stock at a price of P90 per
share, or a total of P20.07B.
On November 5, 2009,
FPH and MPIC entered into
a term sheet agreement where
MPIC was given an option to
purchase the Meralco com-

mon shares owned by FPH.
On March 1, 2010, FPH
forged an omnibus agreement
with Metro Pacific Group
comprised of Beacon, MPIC
and Piltel over FPH’s 74.7
million common shares (option shares) or 6.6%of the total
outstanding common shares
in Meralco. The exercise price
was P300 per option share or
an aggregate exercise price of
P22.41B.
On March 30, 2010, FPH
completed transactions of
its 6.6% stake in Meralco to
Beacon. The transaction was
effected by means of a block
sale coursed through the Philippine Stock Exchange. FPH
received a payment of P300
per share or a total purchase
price of P22.41B. (Hazel
Velasco)

EDC president and COO Richard Tantoco (3rd from right) and CENECO president Atty. Arnel Lapore (3rd
from left) seal the power supply agreement. Also in photo are (l-r) CENECO treasurer Cesar Leonardia and
VP Michael Maravilla, EDC EVP Ernesto Pantangco and GCGI SVP Lito Santos

EDC unit inks power supply deal with co-op
GREEN Core Geothermal Inc.
(GCGI), the power arm of Energy Development Corporation
(EDC), has signed an agreement
with the Central Negros Electric
Cooperative (CENECO) to supply 10 megawatts to CENECO
from December 26, 2011 to June
25, 2014, and 20 MW from June
26, 2014 to December 25, 2021.
“CENECO’s residential and
industrial customers will benefit from this partnership,” EDC

president and COO Richard
Tantoco said. “On top of being
VAT zero-rated, the electricity price of geothermal…is not
escalated using adjustment formula that considers movements
in global fuel prices and foreign
exchange. Our rate provides for
a once-a-year adjustment only
using the Philippine consumer
price index.”
In 2010, GCGI signed
power supply contracts with

12 electric cooperatives and
two industrial customers which
supply the power requirements
of 157 cities and municipalities in the Visayas, specifically
in Leyte, Cebu, Negros and
Panay.
GCGI owns and operates
the 112.5-MW Tongonan geothermal plant in Leyte and the
192.5-MW Palinpinon geothermal plants in Negros Oriental. (Toni Nieva)

ABS-CBN tops TV viewing in 2011
ABS-CBN was the country’s
most watched TV network in
2011, especially during the highly coveted primetime block.
Based on Kantar Media data
for the full year 2011, ABSCBN had a 42% national audience share for primetime (6 p.m.
onwards), or 12 points higher
than rival GMA 7’s 30%.
Overall, ABS-CBN enjoyed
an audience share of 36% in
2011 vs. GMA’s 35% and TV5’s
13%. For December alone, ABSCBN topped primetime TV
with a 42% share against GMA’s
31%. ABS-CBN also continued
its winning streak in Metro Ma-

nila with an average audience
share of 36% in December, overtaking GMA’s 34%.
ABS-CBN programs dominated the list of top 30 mostwatched programs in 2011, with
21 Kapamilya shows, and even
secured the top 16 slots.
“Mara Clara” topped all programs last year with an audience
share of 33.4%, followed by “100
Days to Heaven” (32.6%), “Mutya”
(32.4%), “Minsan Lang Kita Iibigin” (29.4%), “Ikaw ay Pag-Ibig”
(29.2%), “Budoy” (28.8%), “Maalaala Mo Kaya” (28.2%), “Noah”
(28%) and “Guns and Roses”
(27%). “TV Patrol” was the only

TV newscast to crack the Top 10
programs in 2011 with an average TV rating of 27.2%, while its
competitor, “24 Oras,” finished at
No. 24 with 19.5%.
Among talent reality-search
programs, “Pilipinas Got Talent”
was the highest rated with an
average rating of 26.8%, while
“Rated K” with Korina Sanchez
topped all public affairs programs at No. 14 with an average
rating of 23.8%. ABS-CBN’s
“TODA Max” led all TV sitcoms
with 20.8%, while “Goin’ Bulilit”
(20.7%) beat all other gag shows
in 2011. (Excerpted from www.
abs-cbnnews.com/)

The Lopezes cut the ribbon on the new Valencia, Negros Oriental rural health building with Mayor Ricky
Gonzalez

EDC inaugurates rural
health building in Valencia
IMPROVED health and medical services are now available to
the residents of Valencia, Negros Oriental after Energy Development Corporation (EDC)
handed over the new rural
health building to the local government on January 19, 2012.
EDC chairman emeritus
Oscar M. Lopez (OML)
led the unveiling ceremony
together with chairman and
CEO Federico R. Lopez, senior vice president Marcelino
Tongco, vice president for
Southern Negros Geother-

mal Production Field Engr.
Dwight Maxino and Valencia
Mayor Enrique Gonzalez.
“Building this facility is not
only part of EDC’s continuing
efforts to provide sustainable
social projects to improve the
lives of our host communities
in areas where we operate. It is
also aligned with our health and
wellness advocacy,” said OML.
The local government of
Valencia will manage and
maintain the building operation
as stipulated in its memorandum of agreement with EDC.

Did you miss an issue of LopezLink? Access our archives at www.Lopezlink.ph

Community Partnerships head
Norreen Bautista and her team
are on top of EDC’s health
programs in Southern Negros
which focus on training barangay health workers and providing medical supplies to health
centers, in addition to conducting medical and dental missions.
The company also has comprehensive educational, livelihood
and environment projects for
its host communities, as well
as health and wellness projects,
under its community partnerships program. (Frances Ariola)
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Live on Velvet:
Oscars 2012

Velvet brings the complete coverage
and live telecast of the 84th Academy
Awards on February 27, 2012, starting at
6 a.m. The show will be hosted by Billy
Crystal. This is Crystal’s ninth time to
host the Oscars. The last time was in
2004 where he was commended for
bringing to the show his lighthearted
humor. Tune in to Velvet and be updated
on the 84th Academy Awards! Velvet (SkyCable
Channel 53) is available on SkyCable Platinum,
SkyCable Gold, SkyCable Silver and other cable
operators. (Kathy Solis)

‘TODA Max’
2011’s top
sitcom!

ABS-CBN’s
flagship sitcom “TODA
Max” starring Robin
Padilla, Vhong Navarro,
Pokwang and Angel Locsin right away became the
country’s most watched
comedy program in 2011. According to data from Kantar
Media, “TODA Max” got an
average TV rating of 20.8% in
2011, making it the highest-rating comedy program in the Philippines. Catch “TODA Max” after “Maalaala Mo Kaya” on ABS-CBN! (K. Solis)

Bamboo joins ‘ASAP’

Bamboo is now part of “ASAP 2012”! In a grand
all-star welcome in January, he performed his hits
and shared the stage with mainstays Gary Valenciano, Sarah Geronimo and Yeng Constantino.
Watch for more of Bamboo’s electrifying performances in “ASAP 2012,” every Sunday at 12:15
p.m., on ABS-CBN! (Aaron Domingo)

New Team Animazing:
Sailor Moon, Naruto

BACK-to-back adventures come your way weekday
mornings as Sailor Moon teams up with Naruto in
the new Team Animazing on ABS-CBN. Join the
sailor-suited soldier for love and justice in her quest
to save the world in “Sailor Moon” at 8 a.m.
After Usagi’s journey, the country’s favorite ninja
returns in “Naruto Shippuden 4” at 8:30 a.m. Don’t
miss “Sailor Moon” and “Naruto Shippuden 4,” only
in the new Team Animazing of ABS-CBN. (Kane
Choa)

Farewell, ‘Happy Yipee
Yehey’

“Happy Yipee Yehey” (HYY) will have its last episode with the grand finals of its “My Girl” search
at the AFP Theater on February 4, 2012. ABSCBN is very grateful to the HYY hosts and production staff for their hard work and contribution
in giving noontime viewers a “happy, yipee, yehey”
experience, said Corporate Communications head
Bong Osorio. The network also extends its deepest gratitude to its viewers, here in the Philippines
and in The Filipino Channel markets worldwide,
for their support. The HYY hosts will be given
new projects that kapamilyas will surely enjoy.

MMFF 2011 Best Child Performer Bugoy Cariño in
Kapamilya Primetime Bida series

‘E-Boy’ premieres January 30

SEE the world through the eyes of a
child and embark on a new adventure this
on January 30 as ABS-CBN presents its
newest Primetime Bida series, “E-Boy,”
starring MMFF 2011 Best Child Performer Bugoy Cariño in the title role.
Follow the heartwarming story of
E-Boy, a child robot who was given human characteristics that leads him to a
journey where he will learn what being

human is all about. Through his real-life
experiences, he will realize that being
human isn’t just about having flesh and
blood but, more importantly, it is about
being part of a family, building friendships and loving unconditionally.
Joining Bugoy in “E-Boy” are Ariel
Rivera, Jomari Yllana, Agot Isidro,
Valerie Concepcion, Jaime Fabregas,
Chinggoy Alonzo and Pen Medina. “E-

Boy” also stars Blythe Gorostiza, Arjo
Atazde, Carme Sanchez, Akiko Solon,
Bryan Santos and child stars Maliksi
Morales and Deydey Amansec.
“E-Boy” is directed by FM Reyes and
Nick Olanka, the makers of the phenomenal hit series “Lobo” and “Imortal.”
Don’t miss the premiere of “E-Boy”
on January 30 after “TV Patrol” on
ABS-CBN! (Aaron Domingo)

‘Walang Hanggan’ captures viewers’ hearts
THE Primetime Bida drama series “Walang Hanggan” showcases
a powerhouse cast composed of
two queens of Philippine cinema,
Susan Roces and Helen Gamboa;
“eternal love team” Richard Gomez
and Dawn Zulueta; and the first
on-screen team-up of Julia Montes
and Coco Martin.
“Walang Hanggan” features the
undying love that revolves around
characters from three different generations: the love triangle
among Virginia (Roces), Margaret (Gamboa) and John (Eddie
Gutierrez); ill-fated lovers Marco
(Gomez) and Emily (Zulueta); and

young sweethearts Daniel (Martin)
and Katerina (Montes).
Roces expressed excitement
over the series. She said, “I’m a
fan of teleseryes myself, that’s why
I’m very happy to be part of it.
But what makes ‘Walang Hanggan’
more special is that this is Helen
and I’s first on-screen project.”
Martin shared, “This is a new challenge for me since this is the first time
that I’ll be doing a ‘full love story.’ But
I’m getting inspiration from the fact
that I’m working with the best actors
and actresses in the industry.”
Completing the powerhouse cast
are Rita Avila, Melissa Ricks, Joem

Bascon and Paulo Avelino, with the
special participation of Joel Torre.
The series is directed by Jerry Lopez
Sineneng and Trina Dayrit.
The pilot episode of “Walang
Hanggan” topped the national TV
ratings on January 16, 2012, with
32.1% ratings, beating GMA’s
“Legacy” which got only
16.8%.
Don’t miss ABSCBN’s biggest teleserye offering this 2012,
“Walang
Hanggan,”
weeknights after “Bu
“Bu-doy” on Primetime
Bida! (A. Domingo)

Coco Martin and Julia Montes

Maja heats up afternoon TV via ‘PHR’
MAJA Salvador sizzles weekday af
afternoons once more as the Interna
International Emmy-nominated “Precious
Hearts Romances” (PHR) series returns with another intense love story
in “PHR Presents Lumayo Ka Man Sa
Akin” on ABS-CBN.
“Lumayo Ka Man Sa Akin” marks
the return of the PHR series, the only
Asian series to be nominated in the
International Emmy Awards last
year for “Impostor,” also top billed
by Maja.
Joining Maja are
Jason Abalos and Patrick

Garcia, who is staging a comeback as
a Kapamilya five years after he was last
seen in “Kampanerang Kuba” and “Darating ang Umaga.”
The drama series also serves as the TV
comeback of Ina Raymundo, who went
on a hiatus from showbiz after opting
to be a full-time mom. The other cast
members include Ariel Rivera, Ina Feleo,
Kathleen Hermosa, Toby Alejar, Mico
Palanca, Bettina Carlos and John Arcilla.
“PHR Presents Lumayo Ka Man Sa
Akin” follows the struggles of Janine del
Castillo (Maja), a young woman who is

on the verge of repeating her mother’s
mistake as she chooses between two
different paths of love. Despite having a good life, Janine still feels something is missing in her life. She may
be beautiful, smart, rich and engaged
to handsome and accomplished lawyer
Matthew de Vega (Patrick), but she
feels incomplete as she longs for her
biological mother.
Catch “Precious Hearts Romances
Presents Lumayo Ka Man Sa Akin”
weekday afternoons after “Pinoy Big
Brother Unliday” on ABS-CBN. (Kane
Choa)

Lee Min Ho is the ‘City Hunter’
ABS-CBN kicks off the Year of the
Dragon with the much-awaited and
biggest Korean drama “City Hunter”!
Taking the lead in this landmark Korean production is Lee Min Ho, who
returns on Philippine primetime TV after his hit series “Boys Over Flowers” and
“Perfect Match” on ABS-CBN.
Playing Min Ho’s leading lady is his
rumored real-life girlfriend, Park Min
Young. The two reportedly fell in love
while shooting the action-drama soap.
Min Ho is Johnny Lee, a young man
who works at the President’s residence,
the Blue House. Behind his appeal to
women, intelligence and pleasing personality lies a son trained to kill. His

mission is to make the five politicians
responsible for killing his father pay with
their own lives.
Despite being a skilled assassin, the
task is not easy for Johnny because he
has to follow three rules—he can’t trust
anyone, he can’t reveal his true identity
and he can’t fall in love. All of these will
be put to test when he meets Kim Na Na
(Min Young), a bodyguard at the Blue
House. As Johnny falls in love with Na
Na, he must also choose which path to
take. Will he choose duty or love?
Don’t miss “City Hunter,” after “Pinoy
Big Brother Unlinight” in the undisputed Primetime Bida of ABS-CBN! (K.
Choa)

The ‘City Hunter’ cast led by Lee Min Ho (4th from left)
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PR CHALLENGE

Journ, media, tech: What’s going to happen in 2012?
devices. Apple’s play—if it
comes—will surely be something even more ambitious; to
break the mold and change the
end-to-end process entirely.

Digital first Olympics

JOURNALIST and digital
strategist Nic Newman was
world editor of the BBC News
website from 1997-2001. He
is currently a visiting fellow at
Reuters Institute for the Study
of Journalism, as well as a digital media consultant, speaker
and trainer at Nic Newman
and Associates. Here, he shares
his predictions in the areas of
journalism, media and tech for
2012.

TV disruption starts
right here

Looking to shake up the
cozy world of the broadcasters and cable companies are
the new cut the cord aggregators. For Google and Netflix,
it is about using broadband as
a Trojan horse to build a presence within existing platforms
and as an add-on to existing

With great fanfare, the BBC
will be covering every twist
and turn of London 2012. On
top of the traditional “sofa
and stars” coverage there’ll be
24 additional live video channels—HD quality, pausable,
rewindable,
multiplatform.
But these are not television
channels; they are online only
streams receivable through any
device that can connect in this
way—smart TVs, set top boxes,
mobile phones, tablets. This is
the Internet doing grown-up
industrial-scale television delivery—and being taken seriously. It will be a tipping point
for television executives and for
many viewers who might just
configure those smart TVs and
set top boxes to unlock more of
their potential.

Tablets, ultraportables
and e-books

The iPad is set to remain
the market leader—boosted by
the arrival of the thinner and
sleeker iPad 3 in the spring—
but may be given a run for its
money this year. Amazon and

Apple are now head to head in
offering complete end-to-end
ecosystems—devices,
shops,
app stores and storage—with
others playing catch-up.
Partly as a response to tablets, laptops are also getting
another makeover with the arrival of the “ultrabook.” Intel
and its partners are pushing to
make them 40% of the laptop
market by the end of this year.
Ultrabooks…are thinner and
lighter than existing laptops
with longer battery life and
the added benefit of instant
start-up thanks to solid state
drives. And an extra twist will
see a number of these with detachable screens that turn into
Windows 8 tablets.

The future of the book

The publishing industry has
been busy repositioning hardbacks with even more focus on
physicality and elegant design.
Publishers are looking to learn
the lessons from the music industry in working constructively with aggregators on pricing
while maximizing new physical
opportunities.

Smartphones get bigger, more powerful and
better connected

One driver of the next upgrade cycle will be the arrival

of broadband mobile Internet
(4G). LTE (long-term evolution) is around 10 times faster
than today’s HSDPA technology and also works more effectively on the move. This will
enable richer video services
such as mobile TV—along
with a host of richer Internet
applications.
Also expect mobile payment
systems to take a leap forward
in 2012. Near-field communication (NFC) is the technology that lets you wave a phone
at the checkout instead of a
credit card, but there is much
to be done before that vision
becomes reality. It’s the next
big battleground—with credit
card companies under pressure
from newcomers like Google
and Apple and with operators
banding together to get a share
of the pie with their own system.

Social media and the
hunt for relevance

With almost everyone now
on the social bandwagon, it
looks as if this could be the year
for a major backlash—or at
least some more critical thinking. The introduction of sponsored stories, the extension of
the open graph and the arrival
of frictionless sharing—pas-

sive updates to the timeline
around news and music—has
already led to concerns that users are being bombarded with
irrelevant information, creating
more noise than filter.

Feature convergence

Overall, Twitter ended the
year looking more like Facebook, Facebook looked more
like Twitter and Google+ took
inspiration from both. What
all this boils down to is a consolidation around three key
platforms for brands and publishers to work with. Content
needs to be fed in a more efficient and targeted way, conversations need to be managed
in an integrated way and costs
and revenues to be balanced.
There is also a need for more
original social strategies as a
counterbalance to the growing
power of the big three.

The business of journalism

After years of putting off the
inevitable, the news industry
has begun to implement radical
changes to its business models, workflows and distribution
strategies. Expect to see more
metered paywalls for some,
digital first strategies for others
and further print slimming and
cost cutting across the board.

An alternative vision for
saving newspapers comes
from John Paton, CEO of The
Journalist Register and Media
News Group in the United
States. His core message is not
just to put digital first but print
last—getting rid of executives
steeped in newsprint and replacing them with digital ones.
He advocates harnessing the
power of the cloud and of the
crowd—opening up journalism
and newsrooms in the process.
Expect more slimming down
of print through 2012.

Advertising and marketing

Zenith media reported US
Internet spending 12.6% up on
the year compared with another sharp decline for print (8.6%
fall for newspapers). In the UK
digital advertising spend was up
11.6% driven by Facebook, You
Tube and increasing interest in
video on demand in general.
Projections for next year show
substantial further investment
into video advertising, mobile
and tablets with money being
reallocated from TV and print
budgets.
(Excerpted from www.themediabrief ing.com/resource/journalism-media-and-technology-predictions-2012-by-nic-newman)

Values can build a company to last
By Bong R. Osorio

THE Lopez Group formally
launched the Lopez Values
and their respective behavioral
indicators recently with executives and officers of the various
companies under the Group in
attendance.
The event had Mary C. Gentile, author of “Giving Voice to
Values,” as guest of honor. She
was in town to deliver a talk
at the 10th Asian CSR forum.
Gentile consults on management education and valuesdriven leadership, and in her
10-year tenure at Harvard
Business School, she developed and taught the school’s
first course on managing diversity, and helped design and
taught its first required module
on ethical decision-making. In
the service of the Filipino, the
Lopez Group is guided by the
following distinctive values:
Be the best in everything
we do. That’s the essence of
excellence, and a passion for it
is critical in an organization. It
will make us gain and maintain

leadership in the markets we
serve.
Envision possibilities and
have the courage to make
them reality. If we are able to
do this, we have a pioneering
entrepreneurial spirit that allows us to share and listen to
new and innovative ideas.
Have a strong shared identity based on a common vision,
mutual respect, malasakit and
accountability. That’s unity in
action. And it is best manifested in the Filipino concept
of malasakit, where we show
concern about our workplace,
deliver our best and engage in
volunteerism.
Carry the name “Filipino”
and represent the Philippines
with pride. That’s nationalism
at its best. We can bring it out
when we manifest in words
and in deeds that we are proud
to be Filipinos, as we use our
natural creativity, talent and
passion to elevate our reputation as professionals wherever
we are.

Author Mary C. Gentile

Do what is right based on the
highest ethical and professional standards. That’s integrity at
work. Practicing it consistently
will hugely help maintain the
trust of an increasingly discriminating public. A good company
is expected to deliver on commitments, and the words of its
members should be matched by
corresponding actions.
Strive to reduce societal
imbalances whenever there’s
an opportunity to make a dif-

ference. We push for social
justice when we participate in
corporate social responsibility initiatives, treat people with
fairness, equality and respect,
take steps toward caring and
preserving Mother Earth and
demonstrate a sense of answerability for our actions (or inactions), fully aware of how our
work impacts on others.
Commit to the concept of
“a healthy mind in a healthy
body.” We can do this by ensuring the health of employees
and their families as we enhance corporate productivity.
We need to invest time and resources to develop our mental,
emotional and spiritual wellbeing.
The singular meaning behind all these values is that
we are in business to serve our
public. As Eugenio “Geny”
Lopez Jr. proclaimed, “Public
service is doing well by doing
good. It may sound incredible,
or worse still, just an ingenious
public relations line. But I see

it as the single compelling
reason I still go to work each
day.”
Oscar M. Lopez (OML),
chairman emeritus of the
Lopez Group, echoed Geny’s
thought, saying, “The soul of
our business is found in the
way our activities improve
the quality of life of others.
Profits are just the way we
keep score. They are not the
main reason we are in business. What matter most to us
is the chance to deliver public
service. We are here to make
a difference.”
The public service philosophy of both Geny and OML
was largely influenced by their
father, Eugenio H. Lopez Sr.,
who pronounced: “The old
business tenets have given way
to the modern concept, which
is not based on profits alone,
but rather on the service it can
render and the contribution it
can make to the prosperity and
the progress of the nation as a
whole.”

Gentile commended the Lopez Group for concretizing its
set of values, and importantly,
for creating awareness for it.
She declared that the key to
build and sustain enterprises is
to share stories that have impact on employees.
Regularly reciting out loud
our values, and chanting them
over and over again will hasten
the understanding and commitment.
From generations of experience, the Lopez Group knows
that it is by living a set of values
that a company can be built to
last.
(Excerpted from “Commonness,”
the author’s column in The Philippine Star. )

DON’T FORGET
Feb. -; Mar.
1-: Four-day Disaster
Assistance and Rescue
Team training, La
Mesa Ecopark, QC. Call
Glenn Perez, 449-6082
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TIMELINE
009

Choose Philippines begins as
a fan page on Facebook on
April 14

010

By January it has evolved into
a community page with more
than 264,000 members and
almost 226,351,000 post views
based on Facebook Insights. In
February, Charie Villa gets on
board as head of RNG News
and Online Business
By April 15, the Choose
Philippines website, www.
choosephils.com,
goes
live—the first ever socialnet
website on travel, places,
events, food and people of
the Philippines
On August 28, “Piliin
Mo ang Pilipinas,” the official
theme of Choose Philippines,
is revealed via a music video
in “ASAP.” The song is sung
by Angeline Quinto featuring Vincent Bueno

01

The first Choose Philippines
episode featuring Ilocos
Norte is aired in the “Krusada”
documentary series on January 12. Three days later, Choose
Philippines begins providing
live streaming video free on
its website starting with the
Sinulog Festival in Cebu
This February, it will
launch the iChoose campaign
and free mobile app (see related story). (Rhoel Fernandez)

(Clockwise from top) The Choose Philippines website; “Krusada” teaser poster taken at the Paoay sand dunes;
RNG News and Online Business head Charie Villa on location for Krusada’s Choose Philippines episode;
“Piliin Mo ang Pilipinas” sung by Angeline Quinto is the Choose Philippines theme song; Villa interviews
Ilocos Norte Gov. Imee Marcos in Laoag City

MORE FUN...
from page 1

The travel website Choose
Philippines is a brainchild of
RNG. It started off as “Pili-Pinas,” a Web portal with a oneman crew in Enzo Lacap. Two
years later, in February 2011,
Villa took it under her wing at
the request of RNG head Jerry
Bennett.
Villa was the perfect fit for
the site. As the network’s News
Gathering and Online and Mobile Group head, she propelled
www.abs-cbnnews.com
to
become the country’s number
one news site according to the
Australia-based audience measurement company Effective
Measure.
By then, the travel website
had quietly built up a consid-

MEET THE TEAM

erable following on Facebook.
“He [Lacap] started small. By
the time we picked it up, it had
100,000-plus ‘likes.’ I said, wow!
Using only Facebook, we could
already see how potent it was. I
really acknowledged that,” Villa
said.
She suggested that Choose
Philippines be positioned as a
sharing portal where travelers’
hitherto undiscovered finds
can be aggregated. Beefed
up by the addition of former
Malaya news reporter Rhoel
Fernandez as editor in chief
and Rita Abiog as web sales
strategist
and
specialist,
Choose Philippines aims to
“help travelers make the right
picks and to present the audience with an audience of their
own as they share the stories
and experiences of their journeys.”

The young and exuberant
Choose Philippines team also
includes ABS-CBN Digital
Brand Management head
Carlos Mori Rodriguez, project lead Nannah Tobias, web
designer Dave Ong, digital
producer Boggs Labayen, codigital strategists Maite Calero
and Derek Sta. Ana, and editors Mac Guda in Luzon, Belle
Piccio in the Visayas and Ida
Damo in Mindanao.
The stories on Choose Philippines are categorized under
travel, food, festivals, people
and products. Thanks to an
enthusiastic army of contributors, whatever, wherever and
whenever in the Philippines
it is, sooner or later, Choose
Philippines will have it. Global
and local tourists and balikbayans thus look forward to the
day they can experience for

(L-R) Enzo Lacap, coordinator; Charie Villa, RNG News and Online Business head; Maite Calero, co-digital strategist; Rhoel Fernandez,
editor in chief; Rita Abiog, digital strategist; Nannah Tobias, project lead; Dave Ong, web designer; and Derek Sta. Ana, digital strategist.
Not in photo: Belle Piccio, editor-Visayas; Ida Damo, editor-Mindanao; Mac Guda, editor-Luzon; Carlos Mori Rodriguez, head; and Boggs
Labayen, digital producer

themselves authentic batchoy
from La Paz, Iloilo; trace the
footsteps of Anthony Bourdain
to “the best pig ever” in Cebu;
make a pilgrimage to the 12
waterfalls in a municipality in
Ilocos Norte; or freak out over
lechon crocodile in Davao.
By the second half of 2011,
the Facebook likes had spiked
to almost a quarter million on
the back of the launch of the
Choose Philippines music video
featuring Robert Labayen’s rollicking paean, “Piliin ang Pilipinas,” on “ASAP.” Post views on
the popular social networking
site had hit a whopping 151
million by November 2011,
while
www.choosephils.com
racked up 1 million views.
According to Fernandez, the
site has become so popular that
people would ask if they were
the Department of Tourism
(DoT). But, make no mistake
about it, both are staunchly for
Team Philippines. The team
even joined the DoT bandwagon by tweaking their tagline to
“Share the fun. Choose Philippines.”
As ABS-CBN’s multimedia
strength comes into play, with
online, on-air and on-ground
“encouragement channels,” the
scope of Choose Philippines has
sailed into new territory. More
than an online business, it has
now snowballed into a movement, with a mission “to uplift
the country through tourism by
creating business opportunities
for the Filipino people in the
countryside.”
“Our choices to improve
our economy are logging, mining and sustainable tourism,”
Villa pointed out. For the first
two, all one needs in order to be
“legal” is a permit, but the time

will come when there will be no
resources left for future generations of Filipinos.
“Sustainable tourism is
harder but that’s what we’re
going for because it will bring
jobs to the countryside,” Villa
said, citing an encounter with
locals hawking miniatures of
the Bangui windmills. These
men, lugging their merchandise, routinely wait for several
hours under the heat of the sun
to make a sale amounting to a
couple hundred pesos. “That’s
what moves us. We’d like to
help them create viable businesses for themselves.”
In Italy and the US, “agriturismo” (also known as farm
stays) has given small farmers
a new lease on life, so to speak,
by allowing them to host paying guests. “Why not convert
our farms into organic bedand-breakfast destinations or
restaurants where you can have
the freshest cheese and salad?
Agriculture still brings in the
most contribution to our GDP
and if we support our farmers,
we can produce not just for our
country but export as well,”
suggested Villa.
Inevitably, Villa and Choose
Philippines’ gung-ho stance has
become a magnet for seemingly
desperate or lost causes. Every
so often, groups or individuals
also ask them to spotlight a
particular site or product.
One cause that Choose Philippines has thrown their lot
with is advertising photographer John Chua’s advocacy—
the repair and preservation
of the Banaue Rice Terraces.
According to Villa, the terraces will be delisted from
UNESCO’s World Heritage
List within the year unless the
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ExECUTIVE FEATURE
chairman emeritus Eugenio Lopez Jr.
(ELJ) envisioned cable and satellite
television would become.

Choose Philippines
ambassador Charie
Villa

country moves to undo years of
damage wrought by landslides
and neglect.
Choose Philippines supports
Canon Philippines’ (Chua is
a brand ambassador) photo
marathon for amateur photographers at the terraces in
early February 2012, with the
twin outcomes of helping bring
back tourism to the locality and
spurring its economy.
Invoking “badchang” or
the spirit of cooperation, Villa
urged: “Mag-bayanihan naman
tayo, tama na ang pulitikahan.
We need to protect heritage
sites like this.”

Which was why ABSCBN’s top management consciously chose not to put its
stamp on Choose Philippines
so as not to isolate anyone,
including the Kapuso and
Kapatid.
“We want people to say
‘Choose Philippines’ because we
are all Filipinos, it doesn’t matter who stands out,” Villa said.
“With Choose Philippines, our
foremost objective is to remind
Filipinos what a great country
they have. And if we stop fighting and get our act together, we
might really become the best
Asian country.”

SPOTLIGHT

Choose
these dates
THIS February, Choose Philippines rolls out more fun
for its followers all over the
country.
On February 5, 2012,
log on for the online launch
of the I Choose campaign,
whose components include
an online video and a microsite within www.choosephils.
com.
Make yourself heard
(and seen) with the mobile
app iChoose which aims to
gather at least 7,107 reasons
to “choose Philippines.” With
iChoose, on-the-go users can
immediately post their reasons online and share them.

“We want Filipinos to really
engage in sharing their discoveries, in sharing the fun because who knows, one day the
world will see what an amazing
country we are,” explains RNG
News head Charie Villa. “We
hope that the global market
will use these tips to guide
them around the Philippines.”
On February 19, 2012,
meanwhile, a new Choose
Philippines music video will
be launched. Be wowed by
the jaw-dropping moves of
“Pilipinas Got Talent” winner
El Gamma Penumbra as they
dance to “Piliin ang Pilipinas”
on “ASAP”! (Rita Abiog)

Remaining relevant

Charie Villa:

Choosing to toot

the good news
By Carla Paras-Sison

BROADCAST journalist Charie Villa is
right where she wants to be: tackling her latest assignment in ABS-CBN Corporation
as head of the Regional Network Group’s
(RNG’s) News and Online Business.
Except for the first several years of her
career spent as a radio or TV reporter,
Villa has largely been based in the office
as producer, then managing editor, then
senior producer (in Reuters Television
Asia for seven years), then head of newsgathering (back in ABS-CBN), then
head of Online (www.abs-cbnnews.com)
and mobile news. This is why her current
post is what she enjoys the most.
“It is my chance to go out of the office
and see the world again,” says Villa.
With the RNG’s 19 bureaus and a
website dedicated to promoting Philippine destinations, www.choosephils.
com, Villa found fresh ground for mining positive, feel-good stories about our
country and our people.

‘There is also good news’

“Our default is to write bad news because it is our duty to report the truth. So

we write about massacres and rapes and
the sort. But there is also good news to
report, which is equally true,” Villa says.
When told that bad news sells, she
replies: “So we thought…and that is
changing. You’d be surprised, people
are looking for good news. They want to
learn about new places, good food, different cultures.”
With over 16,000 followers on Twitter and over 5,000 friends on Facebook,
Villa has a ready audience for spreading
the good news about the country. And
these audiences talk back, they give
feedback, they forward, share or retweet, they compare notes, discuss and
actively discover or rediscover the posts
they see.
More than ever,
she believes social networks are
emerging as viable “bridges on
the air,” in the
same way the
late ABS-CBN

“What created ABS-CBN is service.
And that is how we remain relevant in
this day and age. We have to look into
the very core of what we are, what we’re
here for. That’s what Geny (ELJ) taught
us and it’s a matter of remaining true
to who you are and your purpose, your
reason for being,” she says.
With Choose Philippines, Villa provides the tools to illuminate the often
hidden goodness of the Philippines, its
people and its culture. Travelling with
the Choose Philippines staff to discover
out-of-the-way locales, Villa stumbles
upon worthy causes that need support
and ends up being a crusader to restore
all that is good and beautiful about the
country.
“For every project or advocacy that
crosses our paths, we become the loudspeaker. There are many challenges but
we have proven countless times that
working together, guided by our vision,
we can overcome—and we do,” she says.

Far from the madding crowd

Considering she was sent to cover
Rizal Alih’s siege of Camp Cawa-cawa
in Zamboanga City on her second day
on the job as ABS-CBN’s defense beat
reporter in 1988, Villa’s current joys
bring her far from the madding crowd.
Past assignments include the December
coup d’état attempt in 1989, the Baguio
City earthquake and the Imelda Marcos/Adnan Khashoggi New York trial
in 1990, the Mt. Pinatubo eruption and
the Ormoc landslide in 1991, and the
Taiwan-China Straits conflict/Taiwan
elections in 1996.
For Reuters TV, she covered the
NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) and US military takeover of
Afghanistan in 2002, and was in South
Korea in 2003 to cover North Korea’s
increasingly bold military maneuvers
which heightened fears of an armed
clash between the two Koreas.
Choose Philippines under the RNG
has taken her away from most of that.
Today, she is literally shouting from the
mountaintop, telling fellow Filipinos
to love themselves: “We just have
to remind ourselves what a great
country we have. We are a
beautiful people, special,
unique and we have
what it takes to be
number one.”

Choosing Kapurpurawan Rock in Burgos, Ilocos Norte!
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GL featured speaker at GTEC

KCFI president and executive director Rina Lopez-Bautista (rightmost) turns over a KCh LITE package to mobile
teacher Ricardo de Guzman (2nd from left)

Nueva Ecija mobile teachers
embrace new learning tool
MOBILE teachers and District
Alternative Learning System
coordinators (DALSCs) from
six Nueva Ecija districts now
have a new tool to use in teaching those who are not enrolled
in the formal school system.
In a turnover ceremony at
the Jaen Central School in Jaen,
Nueva Ecija, the six mobile
teachers and DALSCs each
received a Knowledge Channel Light Instructional Tool for
Educators (KCh LITE) package
composed of a netbook preloaded with KCh LITE software,
LCD projectors and speakers.
“We want KCh LITE to be
a tool that will make your life
easier as mobile teachers. Like

you, we want to bring the best
quality education to all learners,
especially those who are not
reached by the formal school
system,” Knowledge Channel
Foundation Inc. president and
executive director Rina LopezBautista assured the mobile
teachers at the turnover.
“We at Knowledge Channel…support mobile teachers
as they nurture Filipino learners
to become productive members
of society. Our vision is to work
together with you to provide
out-of-school and adult learners with opportunities to finish
their basic education, and to
help them develop life skills
that will make them more

Inmates get visit,
gifts from LGFI

Angela Lopez-Guingona (third from right), with daughter Briana, distributes gift packages as jail superintendent and warden Esmeralda Azucena
(rightmost) looks on

LOPEZ Group Foundation
Inc. (LGFI) staff, led by Angela
Lopez-Guingona, recently distributed simple blessings like rosaries, laundry soap, hairbrushes,
shampoos, toothbrushes and
towels to some 100 inmates
of the Manila City Jail female
dormitory, in line with the Bureau of Jail Management and
Penology’s thrust to restore the
hope and dignity of the inmates.

Lopez-Guingona was accompanied by LGFI and Lopez Lifelong Wellness staffers
Darlene Lamis, Caloy Campos,
Ogie Agaton, Faith Bacon,
Jimmy Hernandez and Monica
Tan. They were able to experience how the inmates, in spite
of their becoming wards, are
peace-loving people capable of
productive human interaction.
(Dulce Festin Baybay)

employable or more capable of
becoming entrepreneurs in the
future,” she added.
The KCh LITE package also
includes the programs “Ibang
Klase” and “Kada Tropa,” which
follow the alternative learning competencies identified by
the Department of Education
Bureau of Alternative Learning
Systems, as well as the entrepreneurship models of Bayan Academy for Social Entrepreneurship.
(Charlene Tordesillas)

ABS-CBN Foundation Inc.
(AFI) managing director Gina
Lopez is one of the featured
speakers at the Green Thumb
Eco-Conference (GTEC) to
be held at the Far Eastern University (FEU) auditorium on
February 11, 2012.
Lopez, who is spearheading the Pasig River cleanup
in addition to the Save Palawan Movement, will discuss
mining in island ecosystems
in “Pagmimina, Tama Na:
Why We Should Say No to

BEFORE

Mining in Palawan and Beyond.”
Keynote speaker Dr. Antonio La Viña, dean of the Ateneo
Graduate School of Business,
will present “The Untold Stories and Lessons Learned from
Ondoy, Pepeng and Sendong:
The National Environment
Landscape and How Should
We Move Forward.”
The GTEC, dubbed the
biggest national student eco
conference of the year, is
organized by FEU, Parrot’s

Beak Social Enterprise and
eVentures Management and
Marketing Services with the
support of AFI, the Clean Up
the Philippines Movement and
the Department of Environment and Natural Resources. It
aims to bring together students,
practicing environmentalists,
policy influencers, private sector stakeholders and the academe in convergence, with the
goal of empowering the youth
sector about what they can do
to save the planet.

AFTER

KBPIP works on Malacañang ‘estero’ In partnership with the Pasig River Rehabilitation
Commission, the Kapit Bisig Para sa Ilog Pasig project of ABS-CBN Foundation Inc. has relocated informal settlers
and begun the riprapping of the easement in some sections in Estero de San Miguel, a tributary of the Pasig River
near Malacañang Palace in Manila. Left photo (taken July 2011) shows Estero de San Miguel before, while right
photo (taken January 2012) shows the estero after the improvements. (Faizza Tanggol)

EDC, DENR to gather 96 premium
species in 1st PH arboretum
ENERGY Development Corporation (EDC) and the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (DENR)
will establish a 9.35-hectare
seed bank and arboretum in
Puhagan, Valencia, Negros
Oriental.
The EDC Arboretum will
host the 96 species belonging
to the Dipterocarp and nonDipterocarp families; these
species are categorized into

threatened, vulnerable, rare and
endangered based on the rules
of the DENR and the International Union for Conservation
of Nature. The arboretum will
also serve as a learning and
training facility and research
laboratory.
According to the memorandum of agreement signed
by EDC senior vice president
Agnes de Jesus and DENR
Region 7 executive director

Maxino Dichoso, EDC will
provide the concept and design
as well as the budget, while
the DENR will undertake site
identification, survey and assessment within the Southern
Negros Geothermal Production Field (SNGPF).
The arboretum is a component of EDC’s landmark
greening project BINHI which
aims to help restore the country’s forest cover, enhance forest

Hope blooms in Baseco with launch
of entrepreneurship program
DUE to the success of the
previous batch’s training in
Grassroots Entrepreneurship
and Management, commercial cooking, and enterprise
development conducted by
Bayan Academy, the JPMorgan Chase & Co. ( JPMCC)
entrepreneurship education
program
for
community
development introduced a
second batch of participants
from the Baseco compound in
Manila.

The participants, relatives
of JPMCC-sponsored children
under World Vision, chose from
among the following technical skilling programs: culinary
entrepreneurship, hairdressing
entrepreneurship, and beauty
care entrepreneurship.
Bayan Academy president
Raul IE Manikan gave a motivational discourse emphasizing
that the possibility of a better
life is always feasible as long
as it is backed with hard work

and action. Reyma Policarpio
of Reyes International School
of Cosmetology then discussed
the hairdressing and beauty care
course, while executive chef Jim
Tecson of Bayan Academy gave
an overview of the culinary entrepreneurship program.
The participants were optimistic and grateful for the
opportunity to join the activity.
They went home in high spirits,
anticipating the start of their
respective courses.

ecosystems and contribute in
rescuing and securing the gene
pool of endangered premium
Philippine timber species.
“Together with the DENR,
our reforestation efforts have
increased the forest cover of
SNGPF by 14%. Now we are expanding the area and preserving
biodiversity for climate change
adaptation through BINHI,” de
Jesus said. (Toni Nieva)

CALENDAR
BAYAN Academy offers
the following certificate
training courses this month:
February 2—Commercialized Culinary Program:
Thai Cooking
February 15-29—CCP:
Hot Kitchen
February 16—CCP: Pasta
Making
February 21-22—Operations Management
For rates, call Carol
Arcaya at 426-3140. Bayan
Academy reserves the right to
change course dates.

MUSEUM/VALUES
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NOSTALGIA

ONGOINGS
Artists’ Talk in March

IN the past four months, visitors to Lopez
Memorial Museum followed the movement of “The Machine” of IC Jaucian,
whipped out their smartphones to get
data—both audio and video—from the
quick response code composed by Eric
Ambata, and captured sound as it rippled
and bounced within the metal sheet of Tad
Ermitaño’s work.
This March 2012, Jaucian, Ambata and Ermitaño
will discuss the graphic take on hell and augmented
realities, applications of sound, and how art comes
into play in closing the perceived gap between science and the imagination in Artists’ Talk.
Jaucian, a BFA cum laude graduate of the UP
College of Fine Arts, is the exhibition coordinator
of the Ateneo Art Gallery. Ambata graduated from
UST College of Architecture and Fine Arts where
he received the medal for Best Thesis. Ermitaño is a
media artist and was the sole Filipino artist exhibit-

SPECIAL FEATURE

Jaucian, Ambata and Ermitaño

ing at 20th anniversary of ISEA in 2008 and the
Ogaki Biennale 2006 New Media Festival.
The lecture is part of the Reverb exhibit ongoing until April 14, 2012. Lecture fee is P100 for
students and P120 for nonstudents.

‘Reverb’ and the art of
sound

REVERB, an exhibit on sound and the broad auditory spectrum, brings together sound-based work
from Eric Ambata, Kawayan de Guia, Tad Ermitaño,
IC Jaucian, Diokno Pasilan, Ronald Tomas, the col-

laborative E.X.I.S.T. (Experimentation in Sound Art Those who cannot remember the past are
Tradition) and University of the Philippines College condemned to repeat it. —George Santayana
of Music ethnomusicologist Dr. Christine Muyco.
February 24, 1957
The artists show an amalgam of old and new works
Don Eugenio Lopez Sr. buys Alto
drawn from the ambient and self-produced, the installaBroadcasting and Bolinao Electronics
tive and site-specific, and the found and the overlooked.
from Judge Antonio Quirino. The
Alongside their works are objects from the museum’s
purchase includes the radio station
collection that invoke hearing and an overall sharpenDZAQ and the franchise for Channel
ing of the experiential aspect of encountering art.
3, the first TV station in the country
Reverb is Lopez Museum’s contribution to Zero
February 13, 1960
In: Open Call. Zero In is the museum consortium
Lopez Museum and Library is founded
composed of Lopez Museum, Ateneo Art Gallery,
to highlight E.L. Sr.’s collection of
Ayala Museum, Bahay Tsinoy and Museo Pambata
Filipiniana and artifacts. The museum
that marked its 10th year in 2011.
is marking its 52nd anniversary this
year

ANNOUNCEMENT

The museum will be closed on February 24-25,
2012 for a staff cultural trip to Davao City.
For inquiries, call Fanny at 631-2417. Lopez Memorial Museum and Library is located at the ground
floor of Benpres Building.

February 14, 1997

ABS-CBN Foundation Inc. headed by
Gina Lopez launches the Bantay Bata
163 child protection program
Source: Mercy Servida, head librarian,
Lopez Memorial Museum Library

Love, romance in the Year of

the Water Dragon
By Zenaida Seva

trips provide you the mood and setting for new
romantic connections. But beware of being too
generous to a fault. You need a stable financial
base when the crunch comes towards the end of
the year. This may be the time you find out that
someone whom you thought was attracted to you
was just there for the luxurious lifestyle you could
provide. Compatible with: Rat, Dragon, and Tiger (your magnetic polar opposite)

WILL you be lucky in love, revel in romance in
2012?

RAT (19, 19, 190, 19,
19)—Though you’ve been very popular and in

demand socially, what you’ve had are mostly sudden
but exciting affairs. Many opportunities arise for
more of the same, in fact building up to a frenzy by
midyear. The dizzying variety of possibilities makes
you more elusive and fickle. Just don’t hurt anyone
in the process of losing and leaving your admirers
and followers. Compatible with: Dragon, Monkey,
and Horse (your magnetic polar opposite)

OX (19, 199, 191, 19,
19) —This year makes you realize how much

your personality is changing. You now tend to be
more controlling and more domineering. Though
you believe this is the way to preserve a relationship, you may be shocked when a loved one
finally says “enough is enough,” then walks out.
The relationship need not end, and neither must
you give up your “power” totally. Negotiate a pact
of “equality.” Compatible with: Snake, Rooster,
and Sheep (your magnetic polar opposite)

TIGER (19, 190, 19, 19,
19) —Hardly the time when you’ll settle

down to domestic bliss (or for you: boredom and
sameness.) Your love life is gearing up to Mach
speed and high-octane velocity. Of course, this
free-spirit approach to love may hurt you and
your partner in the long run. But you’re hard to
stop once you’ve started down the path of your
heart’s desire. Oh, not heart. Correction: electronic pacemaker. Compatible with: Horse, Dog,
and Monkey (your magnetic polar opposite)

RABBIT (199, 191, 19, 19,
19) —You are the incorrigible romantic,

ROOSTER (19, 19, 199, 199,
191, 199) —Your involvement in imporalways dreaming of one true love, a soul mate.
Beware your constant search for romance doesn’t
turn you into a martyr who’s a fool for love. A
person you think is the fulfillment of your dreams
may abscond not only with your heart, but with
your bankbook as well. When you meet someone
“too good to be true,” open your eyes to the objective truth. Compatible with: Sheep, Pig, and
Rooster (your magnetic polar opposite)

DRAGON (190, 19, 19, 19,
19)—You will be more adventurous and dar-

ing than you already are. You will travel frequently.
It may be during one of your trips that you find
an instant spark of connection to someone. The
danger of forming impulsive liaisons lies in a possible breakup with someone you’ve been with for
quite some time—or getting bored with a person
who seemed exciting when you were together in
foreign climes. Compatible with: Rat, Monkey,
and Dog (your magnetic polar opposite)

SNAKE (191, 19, 19, 19,
199)—You’ve been lucky in finances. Flush

with cash, you’re primed for a new relationship. Or,
if already involved in a committed one, you want to
raise it to a new level, like walking down the aisle.
Beware though that you don’t attract the wrong
kind of people. Touch base with old boon compan-

ions. Remember that these people were by your side
before you made your pile. Compatible with: Ox,
Rooster, and Pig (your magnetic polar opposite)

HORSE (19, 19, 19, 19,
1990)—Never a dull moment for witty, attrac-

tive and vivacious you. You will find yourself more
and more the center of social and romantic attention. This makes you spoiled—and very picky. You
find it hard to settle for one person, because who
knows if someone more exciting is lurking around
the corner? Go ahead, it’s a lucky year. But this
period won’t last forever—though to your fickle
mind and heart, it will. Compatible with: Tiger,
Dog, and Rat (your magnetic polar opposite)

SHEEP (19, 19, 19, 199,
1991)—All sorts of relationships may be in a

state of chaos, adjustment and transformation. You
will survive this challenging period if you think
positively. Remember you cannot lose a relationship that still serves the purpose of teaching you
self-knowledge—and growth—since you can only
learn about yourself in relation to another person.
Be strong. You want to be ready when someone
new comes along. Compatible with: Rabbit, Pig,
and Ox (your magnetic polar opposite)

MONKEY (19, 19, 19, 190,
199) —You’ll be doing a lot of travelling. These

tant events brings you into contact with powerful
people. You will be attracted to them, and they in
turn will be attracted to you. This is all well and
good—for as long as you aren’t already in a committed relationship. The powerful person with
whom you’ve decided to throw your lot may be
paying attention to you now—until distracted by
more ardent “fans.” Compatible with: Ox, Snake,
and Rabbit (your magnetic polar opposite)

DOG (19, 19, 190, 19,
199)—It’s been a most trying period for you

the past two years, when relationships have been
challenged, tested, tried—and undergone massive
transformation, if not actually ended. The ground
has been cleared and a new season of love is about
to commence. Welcome it by leaving the past behind. Start anew by getting rid of things that hold
you to the past. Compatible with: Tiger, Horse,
and Dragon (your magnetic polar opposite)
PIG (19, 199, 191, 19, 199)—A
major change is about to occur in your relationships.
If you thought you had put a lid on your passions and
longings, you’ve got a surprise coming. If you are involved in the arts, this could be a period when you are
more inspired, more creative and more productive.
Your response to beauty will be much more keen.
Avoid alcohol and all forms of “leisure” substances
as a shortcut to altered states of consciousness. You
don’t need them. Compatible with: Rabbit, Sheep,
and Snake (your magnetic polar opposite)
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Kick off the Year of the
Water Dragon right!

STILL walking around with
the saddlebags you picked up
over the Christmas holidays
and the Chinese New Year
celebration? Here are six
ways to help you detox and
start the Year of the
Water Dragon right.
Water. Lots of water will help cleanse your
system and get you back on
track to a healthier you. Remember you should have at least
64 ounces of water per day or
half your body weight in ounces
of water daily. If you are active
and exercising you should have
even more. So think about it:
Are you drinking enough?
Exercise. Challenge yourself and try a new exercise that

you have never done before. If
you are a regular at the gym,
mix it up a bit. Try a class like
dancing, kickboxing, aerobics,
step aerobics, yoga, Pilates or
Pure Barre. Try a new sport
or get involved with a team by
playing bowling, tennis, volleyball or basketball—not only
is it exercise, but it is social.

WTT 2012 series
launches at Forest Hills
WALK the Talk’s 2012 series kicks off at Forest Hills
Subdivision in Cogeo, Antipolo on January 28, 2012.
Around 150 Lopez
Group employees and their
family members and friends
are expected join this event
sponsored by First Philip-

pine Holdings Corporation.
A 30-minute warm-up
exercise will be done before
the walk. Afterwards, the
participants will be served
breakfast while they rest.
The activity is expected to
end before noon. (Benjo
Sandoval)

Asian Eye offers
the latest in contact
lens technology

SOME contact lens users experience “grittiness” or dryness
in the eyes as the day ends. As
wearing contact lenses of any
type reduces the amount of
oxygen that reaches the cornea of the eye, it means that
the longer the lens is in the
eye, the higher the risk of eye
infections, corneal swelling,
allergies, dryness or related
eye problems. Recent advancements have paved the way for
a new kind of contact lens that
allows eyes to “breathe” by allowing more oxygen into the
eye.
Asian Eye Institute offers the new silicone hydrogel
multifocal contact lens. Silicone hydrogels allow sufficient
oxygen to permeate across the
lens into the cornea, contain

less water and retain more
moisture, resulting in fewer
oxygen-deprivation
related
complications. And since it’s
multifocal, it can essentially
be used to correct both far
and near vision. It means that
presbyopic patients do not have
to wear reading glasses on top
of them. They can also enjoy
smooth transition from seeing
things up close to far away,
better visual acuity due to the
lens’ resistance to lipid deposit
buildup, better end-of-day
comfort and, upon the doctor’s
advice, overnight and even 30
days of continuous wear.
Ask your Asian Eye contact
lens specialist about our silicon
hydrogel multifocal contact
lenses today. (Reighmond
Vencer)

If you are a cardio person,
try incorporating stretching
and resistance training to have
a complete workout routine.
Also try setting a goal for yourself, like running a 5k, 10k,
half marathon or marathon.
Sweating out excess calories
and toxins is a great way to
detoxify the body.
Yoga. Yoga is so great that
it needed to be highlighted as
its own specific idea. Incorporating yoga into your exercise
routine helps your body eliminate toxins while also soothing
your mind. Yoga helps your
posture, builds lean muscle and
is a great workout to help increase your fitness level. If you
have never tried yoga before,
try a video first if you are too
intimidated to go to a class.
Give up a food vice. It’s
good to test yourself every once
in a while.
Add healthy foods or try
something new. If you don’t
have a food vice, try adding
some healthier foods into your
diet. Here are some ideas and
principles to get you started.
Do you get at least five fruit and

vegetable servings in a day? Try
making all the grains you eat
whole grains. Choose only lean
protein foods. Eat breakfast
daily. Do you drink enough
water? Make a conscious effort
to include some good nutrition
into your daily meal plan. Or if
you are a picky eater, set a goal
to try a new food every week.
Remember it takes 20 to 30
times to try something before
you acquire a taste for it.
Cleanse or detox. There is
some evidence that cleansing
the body can help kick start
people into a healthier routine.
Most simply, you can add more
water and nutritious foods to
your diet and cut out all processed foods. Another way may
be to fast. Again, there are
many pros and cons to cleansing
and detoxing diets. The bottom
line is that this is not a longterm solution for weight loss or
living a healthier lifestyle. The
goal is to build up healthier
habits slowly and manage them
to ultimately lead a lifelong
healthier lifestyle. (Excerpted
from www.ahealthiermichigan.
org/)

FINANCIAL WELLNESS

LIFELONG WELLNESS

Don’t break
your heart

WHAT is the state of your
heart? The Cleveland Clinic
Heart and Vascular Institutes
preventive cardiology and
rehabilitation program offers
helpful tips, that range from
the commonsensical to the
esoteric, on keeping your heart
healthy and whole—Valentine’s
Day or not.
1. All activity helps to reduce
the risk of cardiovascular disease and obesity. Take the stairs
routinely, or take the first available parking space and walk the
extra distance to the office.
2. Don’t rush—get up 15 minutes earlier.
3. Don’t try to do everything
at once. Make a to-do list and
prioritize what needs to be
done first.
4. Front-load your calories—to
help you lose weight and stay energized, eat the majority of your
calories during “daylight” hours.
5. Limit your simple carbohydrates (soft drinks, sugar and
sweets).
6. Stay away from fad diets.
Plan a safe, lifelong nutrition
plan. If you need help, speak to
a dietitian.
7. Try eating meat-free one day
a week. It will give you a new
slant on eating.

Make your finances crisis-proof
INVESTORS have continuously been shaken by the news
from Europe. News in other
parts of the world do not seem
as drama-packed, but the
bankruptcy filed by MF Global
Holdings Ltd. and the high rate
of unemployment in the US, as
well as the slowdown in the
economy of China, are among
the other stories which have
made investors skittish about
what lies ahead.
Here are some tips to help
you stay calm during these
stormy times:
Always have an emergency buffer fund. As a rule of
thumb, your emergency buffer
fund should be enough to cover
at least six months of
your monthly ex-penses. This fund
is essential to
ensure that you
have ample liquidity should the need
arise.
Be patient and remember your invest-

ment horizon. Investment horizon refers to the period that
you are willing to hold your
funds in an investment product in order to fully benefit
from its gains. For instance, it
is recommended that investors
in equity funds should have an
investment horizon of at least
five years. If your investments
dipped by around 10% because
of the current global situation, you should not be overly
concerned since this is only on
paper. Actual loss would be incurred only if you redeem your
investment at that point.
Diversify. Investing in
money market, bond and equity
funds helps mitigate risk by ensuring that your investment
is well diversified. When
the market sentiment is
equi
positive, equities tend to
outperform
both money
market and
invest
bond investHowev
ments. Howev-

er, when it starts to rain, it helps
to have both money market and
bond investments as their gains
may help you weather the storm.
Don’t bite off more than
you can chew. During bull
markets, investors may become
blinded by potential returns of
more aggressive investments
only to find themselves unable
to sleep at night once the market
becomes bearish, and eventually
selling their investments while
the market is down. There is
nothing wrong with investing in
instruments that have a higher
risk classification, but make sure
to only take risks that you are
comfortable with.
Rainbows appear after the
rain. While any storm may
seem terrifying, it is good to
look back and realize that in
spite of how cataclysmic past
events may have seemed to be,
the local and global economy
always bounce back. Soon, the
clouds will clear, the sun will
shine again and we will be able
to reap our rewards!

8. Try stir-frying your meat,
poultry and fish with broth
instead of oil. It’s called “stirsizzling” and it’s tasty.
9. When you go to the grocery,
spend time in the produce
aisle; discover new fruits and
vegetables.
10. Exercise helps to decrease
stress, body fat and blood
pressure and increase your
flexibility, strength, heart’s
efficiency, bone strength and
self-esteem.
11. Get enough sleep.
12. If you can’t delegate, say no
to taking on more responsibilities.
13. If you feel overwhelmed
by responsibilities, make a list.
Focus on one at a time and
check them off.
14. If you feel stressed or depressed, talk about it to a significant other, spouse, friend or
religious leader.
15. If you have cardiovascular
disease, an aspirin a day may
do wonders; ask your doctor.
16. Do not smoke. If you do,
stop! Ask your doctor for more
information about stop-smoking programs.
17. Stress overload often results
from having too many responsibilities: Delegate, delegate,
delegate.
18. Talk nice to yourself. Stop
negative self talk. Focus on
your positive side.
19. Lifestyle practices should
start early in life. Go for a
walk, bike ride or just play with
your children regularly. (From
www.hillcresthospital.org/)

SPORTS & WELLNESS
CALENDAR
FEBRUARY
1: Race for the Orphans, 5k/10k (Camp
Aguinaldo, QC), 5:15 a.m.
Fee: P400-P600. Contact:
382-9659, rundezvous@
rocketmail.com or rundezvousevents.wordpress.com/
19: Pilipinas Darating
Ako, 3k/5k/10k (Cuneta
Astrodome, Pasay), 5 a.m.
Fee: P400. Contact Dr.
Gio Batitis, 0906-3612971
or Dr. Jen Yalung, 09178111253
: Asian Hospital
RUNew, 3k/5k/10k/21k
(Filinvest, Alabang), 4:30
a.m. Fee: P500-P750. Contact runrio.racereg@gmail.
com or www.asianhospital.
com/run/

Don’t keep the good news to yourself. Pass on your copy of LopezLink! Be a Facebook fan, sign up in http://www.facebook.com/pages/Lopezlink/86834229052.

TRAVEL
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Sudoku

Maglaro tayo ng Sudoku, ang bagong libangan ng bayan!
Ayusin lamang ang mga numero simula 1 hanggang 9 para
ang bawat numero ay minsan lang magagamit sa bawat row,
column at kahon.






Very Easy
Easy
Medium
Hard

Answer to Dec.-Jan. puzzle
Solution, tips and computer
program available at www.
sudoku.com

GRIFFIN SIERRA
RECOMMENDS By Carla Atienza

IT’S full steam ahead for Energy Development Corporation’s (EDC’s) global
expansion as it goes to Latin America!
EDC boldly ventures into its first international concession area near the Chilean
capital. Backed by its vaunted “35-year head
start in geothermal power development,”
the company will carry out this 2012 the
“pre-work activities that will tell you where
you should drill, so you can maximize your
chances of getting good wells,” revealed
president Richard Tantoco. This achievement is a perfect example of the Lopez
Values of pioneering entrepreneurial spirit
and nationalism. Congratulations, EDC!
Another pioneer advocates sustainable
tourism: ABS-CBN’s Choose Philippines led by Charie Villa.
Ever since the Department of Tourism challenged us to capture the
fun, good-natured spirit that Pinoys inject into everything and anything, we have been busy cranking out memes and one-liners. For this
month’s cover feature we came up with our own take—“It’s more fun to
Choose Philippines.” Choose Philippines, an advocacy of ABS-CBN’s Regional Network Group, has actually been around since 2009. Now with
RNG News and Online Business head Villa as “chief loudspeaker,” the
Choose Philippines team keeps traveling around the country to spotlight
our 7,107 assets. Find out why more than 250,000 people “choose Philippines”—and why you should as well!
Where were you last December 16, 2011? That Friday, many Manileños were keeping a wary eye on the track of severe tropical storm
Sendong, which was forecast to hit Manila; Pedring, after all, had
happened only three months earlier and the memory of tsunami-like
waves inundating Roxas Blvd. was still fresh on everyone’s mind. They
finally went to bed assured that they were out of harm’s way. Unfortunately, Cagayan de Oro and Iligan cities, where such natural disasters
were hitherto unheard of, bore the brunt of Sendong’s early-morning
rampage: the rains, overflowing rivers and floods made for a deadly
combination that resulted in the death of almost 1,500 people and the
displacement of almost half a million others.
Lopez Group companies wasted no time in marshalling their resources to get help out to the Cagayanons and Iliganons, as well as
to the residents of other areas devastated by Sendong. For hundreds
of personnel of and volunteers from companies like First Philippine
Holdings, EDC and Adtel, Christmas and the attendant hustle and
bustle was not a reason not to come to their needy countrymen’s aid—it
was precisely because it was Christmas that they did so. The generosity

Escorted tours 101

AN escorted tour is a type of organized travel where all services from
the beginning to the end of a trip are
pre-planned, multi-destination, with
packaged rates and fixed departure
dates. If you want to spend the least
time possible planning your holidays,
you might want to look into escorted
tours.
Several brands/tour companies
offer escorted tours. It’s all about
finding the right match based on your
desired destination, age, budget and
preferences.
If you are between 18-35 years old
and prefer a unique, fast-paced tour
with a bit of adventure, then Contiki
Tours might be a good choice. Insight
Vacation offers extensive itineraries
and packages for Europe, Britain and
North America. For those who prefer a more comfortable pace, elegant
dining, beautiful hotels and smaller
groups, there’s Insight Gold.
As a general guide, note the fol-

lowing information when selecting
escorted tours:
Inclusions. At the very least, a
basic package must include accommodations (usually twin share), at
least one meal a day, a tour director or
tour guide, transportation (usually by
motor coach) and sightseeing. These
packages attract budget-conscious
travelers, but they must be prepared
to spend more pocket money as these
only include the basics.
More extensive premium packages, which include higher classification of accommodations, all meals, all
sightseeing entrance fees, show tickets
if any, tips for the motor coach driver
and other service providers, and other
expenses might seem more costly at
first, but may turn out cheaper because you will have minimal incidental expenses.
Reductions, discounts, savings. Depending on how far ahead
of the tour’s start date you purchase

your package, early bird discounts
range from 5%-10% off the package
rate. Students and travelers below 18
years old may qualify for further rate
reductions, and additional savings
could also be offered for those who
triple-share. If you choose to take two
package tours, one immediately after
another, then a second-tour discount
may apply. As a rule, the earlier you
purchase, the bigger the savings.
Tour pace. Leisurely, relaxed,
moderate, lively, active and on-the-go
are some descriptions to classify the
tour pace. This will help you gauge
how fast the tour group will be moving from one sightseeing activity to
the next. If you prefer a slower pace,
pick a tour that stays two or three
nights in one site instead of one that
features only overnight stays.
The quality, type and range of
inclusions, discounts and tour pace
will vary based on the brand/tour
company.
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Dear Rosie

of our Lopez Group kapamilya certainly expressed the spirit of the
season: love.
In the same spirit of love, we can look forward to Valentine’s Day this
month, taking a more light-hearted approach to the customary LopezLink business- and personal fortune-forecast. Since Valentine’s Day is
less than two weeks away, Kapamilya and Certified Astro*Carto*Grapher
Zenaida Seva looks into how we will fare in the love and romance department in the Year of the Water Dragon. And if the forecast is positive,
it will certainly help your cause to drop by Power Plant Mall this month
for gift and date suggestions, don’t you think? Happy Valentine’s Day!
ooOoo
Congratulations, Jomari [“Batang Genius” Jomari Fernando on
“Happy Yipee Yehey!”]! The Novo Ecijanos are very proud of you
(including me, of course). Thank you for introducing Nueva Ecija
as the “home of simple people” with infinite potentials. Keep up
the good work and reach for the stars!—Mark R.
ooOoo
I’m an avid follower of the Oscars. Is there a local channel that’s
airing it live? I don’t have Internet at home so live streaming is out.
Thanks!—Joycee
Here’s some good news for you: Velvet, channel 53 on SkyCable,
will air the 84th edition of the awards on February 27! Check out
page 4 for details.
ooOoo
My barkada is planning for our first major trip together this summer, preferably abroad. Any tips?—Estong
Why don’t you give escorted tours a try? In this month’s travel feature we give you the lowdown on this type of travel. And no, it’s not
what you probably think it is! And if that’s not your cup of tea, GriffinSierra has several packages you can choose from. Take your pick!
ooOoo
Nakakakilig ang love team ni Nicole at Kevin sa “Heartstrings”!
Natural ang chemistry ng dalawang bida. Nakaka-hook ang istorya ng kanilang pag-iibigan.—Fidz
If you have questions, comments, opinions, suggestions and reactions about anything and everything about the Lopez Group,
please send them to Dear Rosie through email DearRosie@benpres-holdings.com or lopezlink@gmail.com or be a friend or fan
on Facebook.

New deals + packages
8 days/7 nights Cultural and
Religious Turkey tour. Starts on
April 5, 2012, $1,395 per person.
Includes all transfers in deluxe A/
C motor coaches, domestic flight
from Istanbul to Cappadocia,
hotel accommodations, full board
meals, all sightseeing tours and
entrance fees, and English-speaking guide.
4 days/3 nights Honolulu Outlet
Shopping package. From $515
per person, includes three nights
hotel accommodation with daily
breakfast, airport-hotel-airport
transfers, Pearl Harbor and city
tour, Alii’s Kai dinner cruise,
Waikele Premium Outlets, Ala
Moana Shopping Center and
Waikiki Trolley all-day pass.
3 days/2 nights Hong Kong
package. From $279 ++ per person, includes MNL-HKG-MNL
airfare on Cathay Pacific, two
nights hotel accommodation,
airport-hotel-airport transfer or
Ocean Park admission ticket or
Peak Tram Skypass + Madame

Tussaud’s Hong Kong or Skyline
tour. Offer ends March 27, 2012.
Manila-Sydney or MelbourneManila. From $475 ++. Tickets
must be purchased by March 31,
2012 for travel between February 15, 2012 to March 15, 2012
and June 1, 2012 to September
30, 2012 and are valid for three
months. Minimum two persons
per purchase.
Manila-Incheon or Pusan-Manila. From $330++. Tickets must
be purchased by March 31, 2012
for flights between March 1-31,
2012.
Manila-Taipei-Manila.
From
$129++. Tickets must be purchased and flown by March 31,
2012.
Airfare deals are subject to
taxes, surcharges and availability.
For more info, call Griffin
Sierra at 898-2451 to 57 and look
for Leanne or Kishel, or email
traveldesk@griffin-sierra.com.ph.
Other packages also available. (C.
Atienza)
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What’s new

By Cherry Pineda

from ABS-CBN Publishing this February
new bimonthly for
Summer glam with Another
kids is Spider-Man Magazine centering on popular
‘Maven’
TV, film and comic book

‘Metro’ toasts Filipino masters

Metro celebrates the legacy of Filipino artistry in its annual
Muse Issue. We raise our glasses to three Filipino masters—
Inno Sotto for fashion, Jun de Leon for photography and Chito
Roño for film—in another “casting coup.” Metro brings together
the muses of our chosen masters to grace our cover. Together
with Heart Evangelista, Lovi Poe and Maricar Reyes, see how
their relationships have inspired the finest in Filipino art. In
fashion, we dive into a sea of floral prints on the shores of Kota
Kinabalu. Metro also provides you with a cheat sheet of the most
romantic places to visit with your significant other.

Maven cover girl Kim Chiu shares
how she found her second wind and
broke free from her past. Feast on
sizzling features like spicing up Val
Valentine’s Day, romantic date ideas,
stories of long-distance couples that
make it work and confessions from
couples who share how sex feels like
through the years. Need some fash
fashion and beauty sprucing up? We’ve
got you covered, from summer
staples and sensational swimwear
to sassy lip colors and head-to-toe
solutions to get you glammed up for
the sunny season. And what’s sum
summer without hot men? Take your
pick: Xian Lim,
Brent Javier, Marlon Stockinger, Ram Sagad
and Mario Maurer!

Just for kids!: ‘CARS,’
‘Spider-Man’

ABS-CBN Publishing Inc.’s first children’s
magazine, CARS, brings in the gang of steel
from the animated film “Cars” by Disney/Pixar. CARS is loaded with games, puzzles, pullout features, crafts and other fun activities.

character Spider-Man. It
also features villains such
as Doctor Octopus, Green
Goblin and The Sandman,
who have become favorites
among the fans of the franchise. Spider-Man Magazine is packed with comic
strips, games and “Spiderfacts.”

A bigger, bolder ‘Chalk’

Chalk gives you tons of things to love! Check out the new bigger,
bolder look—Chalk now comes in a bigger size, but it’s still full of
your favorite features. Who else to choose for the
new look’s cover but Mario Maurer? Read about his life in Thailand
and what he thinks of his Filipino
fans. Meet your favorite UAAP
athletes’ darlings and read their kilig
stories. Get ideas on what makeup
to try and what dress to wear on
Valentine’s Day.
Get the newest issues of your favorite
magazines at leading bookstores and
magazine stands nationwide.

ROCKWELL POWER PLANT FINDS

ove in the time of Valentine’s Day
By Nowee de la Cerna

memory.
Her
husband
Leo
(Tatum)
then
courts her all
over again to win
her heart back.
On February 14,
the first 20 pairs
who reserve and
buy tickets per
screening time
will be given
free
popcorn
and drinks to
complement the
movie date.

NEVER mind that Valentine’s Day is not a
legal holiday—it’s still the perfect reason to do
extra-special things for your significant other.
This love month, Power Plant Mall is bustling
with all things romantic so head on to the
mall for a wonderful date.

‘The Vow’

Set the mood for the day at Power Plant
Cinema. Opening this month is another romantic film starring Rachel McAdams, with
Channing Tatum by her side. McAdams plays
Paige, who gets in a car accident and loses her
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Beyond the
Box

Is your significant
other an Apple
fanatic? Get lost
in the world of
Apple in Beyond
the Box. Located
at One Rockwell,
they have the latest products and
accessories to fit
different personalities.

Charriol Geneve

Wear matching bracelets that can complement any type of clothing. Boys, no need to
worry—their cable bracelets are wearable by
both men and women, and you can choose
from different styles. Charriol is located at
the R1 Level.

Bistecca

Dine at the best premium restaurant in Rockwell which only serves USDA-certified beef.

Choose from different steak cuts and pair
these with a variety of side dishes. Bistecca
is located at the ground floor of Joya Lofts
and Towers.

